
    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  The patient’s responses are recorded on a s_ _ _ _ _ive piece of equipment which gives extremely accurate  
readings. 
2.  All women over 50 will be s_ _ _ _ _ed for breast cancer.
3.  This detergent will r_ _ _ _e even old stains.
4.  The police demanded that the gang s_ _ _ _ _der their weapons
5.  The company was forced to close when it was r_ _ _ _ _d a new bank loan.
6.  All meals are p_ _ _ _ _ed throughout the course.
 
    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word(s) listed above.

Job Fair

A career fair is also called a (          ) aimed to (             ) the meeting of (             ) job seekers and 
(            ) in one (        ) 
It includes company table or (         ) where (           ) can be collected. It provides a (             ) location to meet  
employers and (          ) first interview. Due to the foundering economy at the end of the first (         ) and the  
beginning of the second decade of the 2000s, a growing number of (                ) and also other (                ) groups 
are attending job fairs.
Job fairs give you a good chance to meet recruiters. We can describe job fair (              ) as the process of (            ) 
with, (             ) contact information of, and knowing recruiters.
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obtaining/ senior citizens/ booths/ prospective/ networking/ convenient/ job fair/ 
decade/ demographic/ perform/ interacting/ résumés/ venue/ fast track/ recruiters
 



      Match each definition (A – O) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 15)

    DEFINITIONS

A.  to make it easier for something to happen or for someone to achieve 
something more quickly than usual
B.  an event at which people looking for a job can meet possible employers
C.  to get something
D.  possible
E.  an older person, usually over the age of 60 or 65, esp. one who is 
no longer employed
F.  the place where a large or important event happens
G.  a period of ten years
H.  pertaining to the statistical study of human populations
I.   to communicate with someone
J.   a small area set up by an organization at a fair to show or sell its products
    or services
K.  a company that is looking for new employees
L.  the activity of trying to meet people who might be useful to know,
    especially in your job
M.  to do
N.  a short written statement of your education and work experience
O.  suitable for your purposes and needs
 
      Part 5 exercise
Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.
1.  The careers fair gives students a chance to meet ……………. employers. 
(A) prospect   (B) prospector   (C) prospectus   (D) prospective
2.  The company’s core brand is …………. well. 
(A) perform   (B) performing   (C) performance   (D) performs
3.  The hotel is an ideal ………… for conferences and business meetings.
(A) track   (B) demographic   (C) venue   (D) booth

     Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  What is the best way of contacting ……………. customers?
2.  …………..  …………… get a discount.
3.  The group has booked the popular 1000-seat …………. for its annual sales conference.
4.  We …………. with our customers over the phone.
5.  Corporate …………….. are visiting the university campus to interview final year students.
6.  Would 3 o’clock be a …………. time to meet?
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1.   obtain
2.   senior citizen
3.   decade
4.   demographic
5.   booth
6.   networking
7.   recruiter
8.   perform
9.   résumé
10.  prospective
11.  venue
12.  interact
13.  fast track
14.  convenient
15.  job fair


